Abstract. Ancient solutions arise in the study of Ricci flow singularities. Motivated by the work of Fateev on 3-dimensional ancient solutions we construct high dimensional ancient solutions to Ricci flow on spheres and complex projective spaces as well as the twistor spaces over a compact quaternion-Kähler manifold. Di¤ering from Fateev's examples most of our examples are non-collapsed. The construction of this paper, di¤erent from the ad hoc ansatz of Fateev, is systematic, generalizing (as well as unifying) the previous constructions of Einstein metrics by Bourguignon-Karcher, Jensen, and Ziller in the sense that the existence problem to a backward nonlinear parabolic PDE is reduced to the study of nonlinear ODE systems. The key step of solving the reduced nonlinear ODE system is to find suitable monotonic and conserved quantities under Ricci flow with symmetry. Besides supplying new possible singularity models for Ricci flow on spheres and projective spaces, our solutions are counter-examples to some folklore conjectures on ancient solutions of Ricci flow on compact manifolds. As a by-product, we infer that some nonstandard Einstein metrics on spheres and complex projective spaces are unstable fixed points of the Ricci flow.
Introduction
Ancient solutions to Ricci flow arise as singularity models in the formation of finite time singularities of the Ricci flow on compact manifolds. In dimension 2, there exists the well-known example due to Fateev-Onofri-Zamolodchikov [19] , King [28] and Rosenau [38] , which is often called sausage model. In this paper we present examples of ancient solutions on spheres (as well as some other compact manifolds). The three dimensional example on S 3 is originally due to Fateev [18] . Because of many interests in this example, we add here details (in the appendix of this paper) to make it more accessible to mathematicians. The higher dimensional generalization is obtained by varying the connection metric on a principal bundle over a Kähler-Einstein manifold or a quaternion-Kähler manifold with positive scalar curvature, or by variations of a special Riemannian submersion structure, then solving a nonlinear ODE system derived out of the Ricci flow equation.
Besides the fact that they provide the prototype for singularities of Ricci flow solutions, there are several other motivations to construct ancient solutions to Ricci flow. The first comes from [33] in which Perelman constructed a non-collapsing rotationally symmetric ancient solution on S n . (In fact the original example is constructed on S 3 . With the recent strong convergence result of Bö hm and Wilking [8] , this can be easily adapted to dimensions above three [14] .) A natural question is whether or not there exist ancient solutions other than the Einstein (trivial) ones and the rotationally symmetric examples of Perelman, especially in view of the result of Daskalopoulos, Hamilton and Sesum [16] on 2-dimensional ancient solutions. On the other hand, in [31] the third author proved that any type-I (according to Hamilton [24] ancient solutions can be divided into type-I and II), non-collapsed, compact ancient solution, whose curvature operator lies inside a pinching family (in the sense of Bö hm and Wilking [8] ), including in particular the one constructed from the cone of 2-positive curvature operators as well as the one from the cone of positive complex sectional curvatures [11] , must be isometric to a spherical space form. This generalizes the corresponding result of Hamilton [24] in dimension two and that of Perelman [34] in dimension three. Notice that Perelman's example is of positive curvature operator, non-collapsed, but of type-II. Thus, a natural question arises whether or not the non-collapsing condition in the above mentioned classification result can be removed so that one still has the same assertion for type-I ancient solutions. The third motivation, which is related to Perelman's example as well as the classification result, is that there exists a speculation asserting that a type-II ancient solution of dimension three must be isometric to the rotationally symmetric one constructed by Perelman. This was formulated on [15] , page 389, along with some other questions on ancient solutions. Recently this speculation has been confirmed in [16] for dimension two, where, in fact, a complete classification was obtained.
Concerning ancient solutions of Ricci flow, there also exist motivations from physics, as they describe trajectories of the renormalization group equations of certain asymptotically free local quantum field theories in the ultra-violet regime (see, for instance, [37] for an overview). In particular, two-dimensional non-linear sigma models with target space a Riemannian manifold with metric g are perturbatively renormalizable and their betafunction coincides with the Ricci curvature tensor at one loop [36] , [20] . Thus, the Ricci flow describes changes of the metric g (viewed as generalized coupling) under changes of the logarithm of the world-sheet length scale in quantum theory provided that the curvature is small. Two-dimensional quantum non-linear sigma models with positively curved target space, and their ancient solutions, serve as toy models for exploring reliably, within perturbation theory, the high energy behavior of asymptotically free quantum field theories in four space-time dimensions, such as Yang-Mills theories for strong interactions [22] , [35] .
The example of Fateev [18] , which will be presented here in detail together with a thorough analysis of its properties, provides a negative answer to the last two questions raised above in dimension three. In [18] , the solution was described by a set of functions given with explicit formulae. It is by no means easy to check that these functions indeed give an ancient solution to Ricci flow. In Section 3 along with long computations in Appendix we provide a detailed verification of Fateev's result. Besides that it gives rise to a very interesting family of ancient solutions, it also provides useful insight for the construction of various examples in higher dimensions. In Section 4, for the sake of higher dimensional examples, we first study a couple of special solutions derived from Fateev's example. The generalization to higher dimensions is done via some general formulations that include metric constructions, using the connection metrics on principle bundles, as well as the variational construction via a Riemannian submersion structure. In particular, the construction of higher dimensional examples via principle bundles is presented in Sections 5 and 6 (we summarize various useful formulations and collect the necessary formulae of curvature tensors in Section 2). The construction via the Riemannian submersion is slightly more general and is needed for one example on S 15 and many other examples on complex projective spaces and flag manifolds. This is described in Section 7.
It turns out that the geometric part of our construction is very much related to the construction of Einstein metrics on spheres, complex projective spaces, and general homogeneous spaces, a subject that has been extensively studied [10] , [27] , [44] , [48] , [49] (see also [7] and references therein for a more complete list). Extra analytic part is needed here since we have to solve the Ricci flow equation, which is reduced to a nonlinear ODE system, instead of Einstein equation, which is equivalent to a quadratic algebraic equation in this formulation. When solving the nonlinear system equivalent to the Ricci flow equation, instead of finding the solutions explicitly as in [18] , we prove the global existence by finding a first integral, since the ODE system involved in the high dimensional case of this paper seems a bit more complicated than Fateev's three dimensional case. Here, we merely focus on solutions on spheres and the total space of the generalized Hopf fibrations, even though some of the techniques can be adapted to other manifolds. We also study the geometric properties of these examples and show that they provide counter-examples to several speculations in higher dimensions.
The main di¤erence between our examples and Fateev's three dimensional example is that some of our ancient solutions are non-collapsed, while every one in Fateev's family of examples is collapsed. Sometimes this is useful. For example the speculation that any noncollapsed positively curved ancient solution on spheres must be rotationally symmetric is refuted by one of our examples. The existence of ample examples shows, in particular, that a higher dimensional classification of ancient solutions on spheres is in general a lot more complicated, if not impossible, than the surface case achieved in [16] (noting that for dimension two, any ancient solution to Ricci flow on closed manifolds resides on the 2-sphere, unless it is flat).
Another interesting feature of our examples is that some of them 'connect' noncanonical Einstein metrics of lower entropy (in the sense of Perelman [32] ) to the round Einstein metric on spheres. In particular, it implies that these non-canonical Einstein metrics with lower entropy on spheres are unstable fixed points of the Ricci flow equation.
Here we note that there have been some studies on the stability of Einstein metrics as well as shrinking Ricci soltions, for example in [12] , via entropy functional of Perelman. Another set of examples evolve a Hermitian metric into a Kähler metric on complex projective spaces. In fact, they 'connect' the non-canonical Einstein metrics (which is not Kähler) to the Fubini-Study metric on the complex projective spaces. Hence it also shows examples of unstable fixed points of Ricci flow equation on the complex projective spaces. This applies similarly to the non-Kähler Einstein metric on the twistor space over any quaternionKähler manifold with positive scalar curvature. Hence as a consequence of the main theorems of this paper, we demonstrate many unstable Einstein metrics. Moreover some other examples in this paper have the e¤ect of collapsing the fiber of a Riemannian submersion structure as the solutions develop singularities. A similar picture has been described in the program of Bö hm and Wilking on Ricci flow in high dimensions [9] . (In a recent work [41] , One consequence of the above result (as well as the general theorems implying it) may be of significance is that S 3 Â R 4n and S 7 Â R 8 can be the singularity models of Ricci flow on spheres. Note here that the neck-pinching examples have been previously constructed in [40] , [2] .
Here we call an ancient solution collapsed if one can not find a k > 0 such that it is k-non-collapsed on all scales in the sense of Perelman [32] . We refer the reader to Theorem 5.1 in Section 5, Theorem 6.2 in Section 6 and Theorem 7.1 in Section 7 for much general theorems. These theorems particularly imply that there are at least one nontrivial type-I ancient solution on S 2mþ1 , at least three nontrivial type-I ancient solutions on S 4mþ3 and two on CP 2mþ1 . Theorem 6.2 also implies a similar result on the twistor spaces over quaternionKähler manifolds with positive scalar curvature.
It remains an interesting question if the present considerations can be modified appropriately to obtain noncompact examples of ancient solutions. It is also not known if one can extend Fateev's construction of type-II ancient solutions. As a modest classification question we propose that for the homogeneous ancient solutions as well as ones of the cohomogeneity one in view of the recent progresses in this direction on positively curved manifolds [23] . A more specific question is to classify the cohomogeneity one three dimensional ancient solutions. After the first draft of this paper, we were brought attention to the preprint [13] , where 3-dimensional ancient solutions to Ricci flow on homogeneous spaces are studied. The following proposition gives the condition to close up the metric at the 'end'. (2) gðyÞ extends smoothly to a strictly positive, even function of y.
Verifying this for the special case (2.1), confirms that ds 2 can be extended to a smooth metric on S pþqþ1 as y ! 0 and y ! p 2 .
2.2.
The sphere can also be viewed as the total space of a principle bundle. The prime example is the Hopf fibration S 1 ! S 2mþ1 ! CP m , which is given by ðz 1 ; z 2 ; . . . ; z mþ1 Þ A C mþ1 with P jz i j 2 ¼ 1 to the line ½z 1 ; . . . ; z mþ1 A CP m and its generalization S 3 ! S 4mþ3 ! HP m , which is given similarly using the quaternions. It is convenient to set up the following general formulation. Let p : P ! M be a principal G-bundle over a Riemannian manifold ðM; gÞ with dim M ¼ n, dim G ¼ p. Let s A W 1 ðPÞ n g be a connection on P and hÁ ; Ái g be a bi-invariant metric on g. For any a; b > 0, we define a metricg g a; b on the total space P as follows:
More precisely, for any o A P and any vectors X ; Y A T o P,
We need to compute the curvature of this metric on the principal bundle. Let 1 e i; j; k e n, n þ 1 e a; b; g e n þ p, 1 e A; B; C e n þ p. Let fs 1 ; . . . ; s n g be an orthonormal frame of W 1 ðMÞ. Then, Cartan's structure equations are given by
Let fX nþ1 ; . . . ; X nþp g be an orthonormal basis of g. The structure constants C g ab are defined via
Since the metric hÁ ; Ái g is biinvariant, C 
then, we have
The first covariant derivative of
and the second Bianchi identity asserts that 
The Riemannian curvatures ofg g a; b can be computed using the equation
Therefore,
Hence, the Riemannian curvature ofg g a; b is given in components bỹ
ð2:3Þ and the Ricci curvature ofg g a; b takes the form
ð2:4Þ
The construction of Einstein metrics via the principle bundle were studied before. For example it was used in [27] . Our formulae (2.3) and (2.4) above follow from the computations in [27] with the appropriate modifications (cf. [27] , Proposition 5).
2.3.
Another formulation needed for our examples is the Riemannian submersion, which also plays an important role in the construction of Einstein metrics [7] . Let p : ðP; gÞ ! ðM; g gÞ be a Riemannian submersion with P, M being compact manifolds. Letĝ g be the restriction of g to the fibre. Let fe a ; e i g be an orthonormal frame of tangent vectors of ðP; gÞ, where fe a g is vertical and fe i g is horizontal. Recall that [7] where ? and > represent the vertical and horizontal components respectively. The fiber is totally geodesic if and only if T ¼ 0. In this article, we only consider the Riemannian submersion with totally geodesic fibre. It is then known that all the fibers are isometric [7] . O'Neill's formulae (see for example, Chapter 9, [7] , Section D) give the Riemannian curvature tensor of g in terms of the curvature tensor of the base manifold, the curvature of the fiber and the O'Neill's operator A via the formulae below: 
; A e k e l i À hA e i e k ; A e j e l i þ hA e i e l ; A e j e k i;
whereas the Ricci curvature has the expression
hA e i e a ; A e i e b i;
hð' e j AÞ e j e i ; e a i;
hA e i e k ; A e j e k i:
HereR R and R R are the curvature tensors of the fiber and the basis, respectively.
is an orthonomal basis of ðP;g g a; b Þ. Modifying the computations in [7] , Chapter 9, Section G, we obtain the Riemannian curvature tensor ofg g a; b :
hA e i e b ; A e j e a i;
hA e i e a ; A e j e b i
hð' e k AÞ e i e j ; e a i;
hA e i e j ; A e k e l i À a b 2 hA e i e k ; A e j e l i þ a b 2 hA e i e l ; A e j e k i:
ð2:5Þ
The Ricci curvature ofg g a; b is given bỹ
ð2:6Þ
Hence the Riemannian curvature tensor and the Ricci curvature ofg g a; b and g are related byR
ð2:8Þ
Subsequently, in our constructions we shall mainly use formulae (2.7) and (2.8) above. This consideration will be mainly used for the generalized Hopf fibrations
Fateev's 3-dimensional sausage
We shall give a detailed presentation of Fateev's examples of ancient solutions on S
3
[18] and discuss their properties. First we start with a parametrization of S 3 . Write the standard sphere as
Introduce the parameters y A 0; p 2 ! , w 1 and w 2 A ½0; 2p as follows: For any point ðz 1 ; z 2 Þ on S 3 , there exists a unique y A 0; p 2 ! such that
For y A 0; p 2 the level set of y is a torus, whereas for y ¼ 0 (or p 2 ) is a circle. The generic level set of y can be parametrized by w 1 and w 2 via
Every point on the sphere except the two circles
can be parametrized uniquely by y and w 1 ; w 2 A R=2pZ. With this parametrization in mind, the standard metric of S 3 has the form of a doubly-warped product:
This can be easily seen from
From (3.1) it is also easy to see that e 2 ffiffiffiffi ffi À1 p
Di¤erentiating them gives the relations
ð3:2Þ
For convenience in the presentation, we denote 
cðtÞ ¼ Àlk tanh x;
uðtÞ ¼ 2l coth x;
ð3:6Þ
where l ¼ n 2ð1 À k 2 Þ > 0 and n and k are two parameters with n > 0 and k 2 < 1. The new variable x is related to t via the equation
Theorem 3.1 (Fateev) . The metrics described through the equations (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6) are smooth ancient solutions to the Ricci flow equation (3.3).
t is indeed a family of smooth metrics on S 3 . It is easy to see that a > b > 0, hence w > 0. Note that w, which is expressed in terms of x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 , can also be viewed as a positive smooth function defined in a small neighborhood of S 3 . Note that u > 0, d < 0, u þ 2d > 0 and u > 2jcj. Observe also that as symmetric tensors, 
To compute the curvature tensor of gðtÞ ¼ ds 2 t and verify that it is indeed a solution to the Ricci flow equation (3.3) , it su‰ces to work with the coordinate ðy; w 1 ; w 2 Þ A 0; p 2 Â ½0; 2pÞ Â ½0; 2pÞ; since this coordinate covers S 3 except the two focal sub-manifolds F i ði ¼ 1; 2Þ of codimension 2. This coordinate becomes singular as y ! 0 or p 2 . However, the above discussion makes it clear that the metric gðtÞ is nevertheless smooth. With respect to the coordinate ðy; w 1 ; w 2 Þ, gðtÞ can be rewritten as follows:
where A, B, C, D are functions of x and y only, given by ð3:8Þ
The right most equalities above define A, B, C, D. Next, we need to demonstrate how to reduce (3.3) into a set of ODEs, which then yields the explicit formulae (3.6) by solving them. We leave this computational part to the Appendix.
Geometric properties and derived solutions
Hamilton divided the ancient solutions to Ricci flow on M Â ðÀy; 0Þ into two types, type-I and type-II, according to the behavior of the curvature. An ancient solution gðtÞ is called type-I if there exists a constant C ¼ CðMÞ > 0 such that jRmjðx; tÞ e C t :
Here, as before, t ¼ Àt. If the above estimate fails, the solution is called type-II. Recall that Fateev's family of solutions from Section 3 is a family of two parameters n > 0, where A, B, C, D are given in (3.8) with uðtÞ, cðtÞ, aðtÞ, bðtÞ, dðtÞ satisfying (3.6). The following is easy to check.
Proposition 4.1. The ancient solutions ds 2 n; k ðtÞ described via (3.6) in Section 3 are of type-II.
Proof. We follow the notations and computations made in the Appendix. Direct computation shows that on the focal manifold F 1 , the Ricci curvature
Here, we set
The trivial (Einstein) ancient solution on S 3 , which is type-I, can be obtained from the family ds Proof. This is essentially the well-known theorem of Hamilton, which asserts that as t ! 0, the rescaled metric converges to the constant curvature metric on S 3 . Indeed, using the fact that lim
and n 2 t ¼ f ðxÞ, which implies that lim
Note that in the above calculation we fix the parameter t and let n ! 0 (as well as x ! 0). r
For ancient solutions, the so-called k non-collapsing property is important. Recall from [32] that the metric g (of M n ) is called k-non-collapsed on the scale r, if every metric ball B of radius r < r, which satisfies jRmjðxÞ e r À2 for every x A B, has volume at least kr n . In [32] Perelman proved that every ancient solution arising as a blow-up limit in the singularity of Ricci flow on compact manifolds is k-non-collapsed on all scales for some k > 0. We call an ancient solution collapsed if there does not exist k > 0 such that it is k-non-collapsed on all scales. In contrast to Perelman's example we have below:
Proposition 4.3. The ancient solutions ds 2 n; k ðtÞ are collapsed.
Proof. Let x ! y, which is equivalent to t ! y, as lim Proof. Since Perelman's example is non-collapsed in all scales, it can not be isometric (after scaling) to ds 2 n; k ðtÞ. r Next, we show that by re-parametrizing and taking the limit of ds 2 n; k ðtÞ as x ! y, one can obtain the product of the cigar metric on R 2 [24] with S 1 . For this, we first describe a special family of ds 2 n; k ðtÞ.
A family of ancient solutions ds 2 n ðtÞ can be obtained from ds 2 n; k ðtÞ simply by letting k ¼ 0 for which
uðtÞ ¼ 2l coth x; x ¼ nt:
ð4:2Þ
Here, l ¼ n 2 and the coe‰cients A, B, C, D are given by the expressions
ð4:3Þ
The metric ds
2 is a doubly warped product metric, which was first discovered by Fateev in [17] . The regularity of the metric can also be seen from Proposition 2.1. In terms of the notation of the last section, the metric has the form
The formulae (4. 
It is worthwhile to mention that this solution has pinched sectional curvature with pinching constant that tends to zero as t ! y. Since its curvature operator has three di¤erent eigenvalues generically, it can not be rotationally symmetric. Clearly this metric is not homogeneous.
An interesting feature of this ancient solution is that one can obtain Hamilton's cigar solution by taking a suitable limit of the metric as t ! y. Recall that Hamilton's cigar is a metric on R 2 which is a gradient steady soliton. Under the cylindrical coordinate, it can be expressed as
:
Letting at this pointỹ y ¼ y þ x 2 and taking x ! y, we have finally It is a little surprising, but in fact one can obtain a family of type-I ancient solutions from ds 2 n; k ðtÞ by a suitable limiting process. By Proposition 4.1, to obtain a type-I solution one has to let k ! 1. Indeed, let k ! 1 and n ! 0, but in the manner that
It is easy to check in this case that
Proposition 4.5. The family of metrics ds 2 W ðtÞ are type-I collapsed ancient solutions.
Proof. Now introduce the following change of variables:
Introduce the 1-forms
Direct calculation shows that
Viewing S 3 as the total space of the Hopf fibration over CP 1 , it is easy to check that
corresponds to the metric on the base manifold CP 1 . Hence, fc 1 ; c 2 g form a moving frame of the base manifold CP 1 . Also dc 3 ¼ Àc 1 5c 2 , which is the À1 multiple of the Kähler form. Hence c 3 can be viewed as a connection 1-form on the total space; in fact, this example fits into the generalization considered in the next section. The rest of the proof is a special case of Theorem 5.1. r
The type-I example above was also recently studied in Theorem 2.1 of [13] . In this section, we shall construct examples generalizing the metrics ds 2 W in Proposition 4.5. First, recall the computations in Section 2.2 on the general connection metric on a principle bundle. If we consider a Uð1Þ-bundle P, the Lie group/algebra is trivial and the Riemannian curvature tensor and Ricci curvature of the variation metricg g a; b are simply given byR
We further restrict ourselves to the case that ðM 2m ; J; gÞ is a compact Kähler-Einstein manifold such that RicðgÞ ¼ pg for some p > 0 and P a principle Uð1Þ-bundle with a connection 1-form ffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi À1 p y such that its curvature satisfies dy ¼ qo for some q 3 0, where o is the Kähler form of ðM; gÞ. If we normalize so that o is an integral class, then p and q can only take rational values (one can even further normalize so that p ¼ 1). The typical examples include the Uð1Þ-bundle over CP m .
Theorem 5.1. Let ðM; gÞ be a Kähler-Einstein manifold with positive Chern class and let P be a Uð1Þ principal bundle over M with a connection 1-form y such that its curvature is a nonzero multiple of the Kähler form. There exist positive functions a L ðtÞ and b L ðtÞ on ð0; yÞ (depending on a parameter L) such thatg g a; b ¼ ayðÁÞ n yðÁÞ þ bp Ã g is an ancient solution to Ricci flow on the total space P n ðn ¼ 2m þ 1Þ. Moreover, the solution is of type-I and collapsed. It has positive curvature operator when ðM; gÞ is ðCP m ; cg FS Þ, where g FS is the Fubini-Study metric and c > 0 is a constant.
Remark 5.2. Since M is algebraic, for any q such that qo A H 1; 1 ðM; CÞ X H 2 ðM; ZÞ by Lefschetz theorem there always exist a Uð1Þ bundle and a connection y such that its curvature form is qo. Under the assumption of the theorem the existence of Einstein metrics on P was known first in [29] .
Since the Einstein metrics on spheres are non-collapsed ancient solutions to the Ricci flow, we have the following immediate consequence.
Corollary 5.3. In the classification result of type-I ancient solutions in [31] , the noncollapsed condition can not be removed.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. For simplicity we writeg g forg g a; b . First, observe that F ij ¼ qo ij , hence F ij; k ¼ 0 and F ik F jk ¼ q 2 d ij . The Riemannian curvature tensor can be simplified:
Hence, the Ricci curvature is given bỹ
The Ricci tensor ofg g is of the form Ricðg gÞ ¼ mq 
To solve this ODE, observe that there is a first integral of this system,
where L is a constant. To see this, let y ¼ a b and use (5.1) and (5.2) to obtain the equation
The first integral is obtained by solving the equation that arises by dividing (5.1) and (5.3).
By (5.1) and (5.2), if we require that lim
Hence, the metricg gðtÞ ¼ 2tg e , where
is an Einstein metric such that Ricðg e Þ ¼ g e . So, we obtain a trivial solution. By the formula on the curvature, it is not hard to see that there exists C, depending only on p, q, m, such that
Since db dt is bounded from above, which implies that b t is bounded from above, we have that
This shows that the solutiong g a; b is type-I.
Finally, by (5.8), the fibre S 1 of the bundle P has length bounded from above as t ! y, while the curvature goes to zero as t ! y in the rate of 1 t . Hence, the metricg g a; b must be collapsed. Proof. Let fe 1 ; . . . ; e 2m g be an orthonormal tangent vector of ðCP m ; gÞ and e mþk ¼ Je k , 1 e k e m. Denote o ij ¼ oðe i ; e j Þ. By O'Neill's formula, the Riemannian curvature of g is given by
As an algebraic curvature operator (namely a symmetric tensor of V 2 ðTPÞ), the eigenvalues where 1 e i 3 j e m. It follows that the eigenvalues of the curvature operator g Rm Rm are given by 
p sinh x cosh x and x is the function of t determined by
Theorem 5.1, in particular, can be applied to the Hopf fibration S 1 ! S 2mþ1 ! CP m . This corresponds to p ¼ 2ðm þ 1Þ, q ¼ À1. Then,g g a; b ðtÞ is an ancient solution on S 2mþ1 , which is type-I, has positive curvature operator and it is collapsed.
Ancient solutions on principle SU(2)-bundles over quaternion-Kähler manifolds with positive scalar curvature
In this section we shall generalize the construction of the previous section by allowing the fiber to be SUð2Þ. However, to make it work, we have to restrict the base manifolds to the quaternion-Kähler ones. We first recall some basic properties of quaternion-Kähler manifolds for completeness. These properties were proved by Berger [6] (see also Ishihara [26] and [7] , Chapter 14). A quaternion-Kähler manifold ðM; gÞ is a Riemannian manifold with a rank 3 vector bundle V H EndðTMÞ satisfying:
(a) In any coordinate neighborhood U of M, there exists a local basis fI ; J; Kg of V such that 
The condition (b) is equivalent to W being parallel, that is ' X W ¼ 0 for any X A TM.
The curvature properties of quaternion-Kähler manifold can be summarized in the following theorem. See [26] or [7] , Chapter 14, for a proof. 
Let P 0 be the SUð2Þ-principal bundle associated with the rank 3 bundle V . In the following we assume that p > 0. One can identify the Lie algebra suð2Þ with Rfi; j; kg, where i, j, k are the canonical quaternionic numbers. Then,
defines a connection on P 0 , and by the above theorem, the curvature F A of A is given by
Now we use the notation and computations of Section 2.2 to vary the connection metric on a SUð2Þ-principal bundle P over a quaternion-Kähler manifold M 4m with a connection A so that its curvature F A satisfies Using formulae from Section 2.2, the curvature F a ij is computed as
Therefore by (2.4) the Ricci curvature of the connection metricg g a; b (which is defined in Section 2.2) on the total space of SUð2Þ-principal bundle simplifies tõ
It follows that the Ricci flow equation 
where
It follows that the above ODE system of a and b has a complete integral
where L f 0 is a constant.
In the special case that the SUð2Þ-principle bundle is just the two-fold lift of the principle bundle associated with V (namely P ¼ P 0 ) and A ¼ 1 2
, the constants r 1 , r 2 , a 1 , a 2 take the simple form
When L ¼ 0 we obtain two Einstein metrics on P (cf. [27] ), which we denote byg g e 1 andg g e 2 , corresponding to the 'slope' y ¼
Theorem 6.2. Assume that ðM; gÞ is a quaternion-Kähler manifold with Einstein constant p > 0. Let P be the associated SUð2Þ-principal bundle with connection A satisfying (6.1). Assume that p > 2 ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ð2m þ 3Þq 2 p . Then, there exists a type-I ancient solutiong g a; b to Ricci flow on the total space P with r 2 < yðtÞ < r 1 , which flows (after re-normalization) the Einstein metricg g e 2 (which corresponds to y ¼ r 2 ) into the Einstein metricg g e 1 (which corresponds to y ¼ r 1 ) as t increases from Ày to some t 0 .
There also exists a type-I ancient solutiong gã a;b b to Ricci flow on the total space P with r 2 > yðtÞ > 0 which flows the Einstein metricg g e 2 from t ¼ Ày into a singularity at time t 0 when it collapses the SUð2Þ fiber.
Proof. The proof of the first part is the same as that of Theorem 7.1 next. We refer readers to the next section for the detailed argument on the existence of the ODE system (6.2) and (6.3).
For the second part, choose some t 1 and positive aðt 1 Þ and bðt 1 Þ satisfying (6.5) and y ¼ a b < r 2 . Then, the ODE (6.4) on y implies that dy dt > 0. It is also easy to see that both aðtÞ and bðtÞ are increasing in t. The ODEs (6.2) and (6.3) can be solved for all t > t 1 since yðtÞ < r 2 for all t > t 1 . By L'Hô pital's rule, it is easy to see from the ODEs (6.2) and (6.3) that
In view of yðtÞ < r 2 , this further implies that lim t!y yðtÞ ¼ r 2 . Hence, the re-scaled limit is g g e 2 . As t decreases, yðtÞ decreases. Also, from the ODEs (6.2) and (6.3), either aðtÞ or bðtÞ will decrease to zero at t 0 , for some t 0 . Again by L'Hô pital's rule, one can rule out the possibility that both aðtÞ and bðtÞ decrease to zero at t 0 simultaneously, since that would imply yðt 0 Þ equals either to r 2 or r 1 (which is impossible). Also by the fact that 0 < y < r 2 for t A ðt 0 ; t 1 Þ, we rule out the possibility of bðt 0 Þ ¼ 0 and aðt 0 Þ > 0. Hence, we conclude that at t 0 , aðt 0 Þ ¼ 0 and bðt 0 Þ > 0.
The type-I claim can be checked by the curvature formulae (2.3). r
. Also, denote y 0 ¼ dy dt and likewise for the derivatives a 0 and b 0 . Then, y satisfies
Dividing the above by (7.3) we have that
One can separate y and b such that
The first integral claimed in the proposition follows by integration of the separable equation on y and b. r By the equations found in Section 2.3, it is also easy to see that l l f l fl l. When L ¼ 0, we observe that ifl l > 0 and 2l l 3 l l, there are two trivial solutions (Einstein metrics). (This is known. See for example, [7] , Theorem 9.37.) They correspond to a b
. The first is the Einstein metric we started with. The second is a di¤erent Einstein metric on the space.
There exists an ancient solution ds 2 ðtÞ to Ricci flow on the total space P with the slope y between L 1 and 1. If L 1 < 1, it flows (after re-normalization) the Einstein metric ds Proof. We divide into two cases, L 1 < 1 and L 1 > 1. Since for the application we always have L 1 < 1 we shall prove this case and omit the details to the other (dual) case, whose proof is similar.
Under the assumption that L 1 < 1, it is easy to check that L 1 l < L 2 < l. Hence, dF dy < 0 for y A ðL 1 ; 1Þ. Pick t ¼ 1 and að1Þ > 0 and bð1Þ > 0 such that they satisfy y ¼ a b A ðL 1 ; 1Þ and F ðyÞ ¼ bL for some L. By the previous proposition, we know that this condition will be preserved for solutions aðtÞ and bðtÞ of the Ricci flow equations (7.2) and (7.3). It is easy to infer from the Ricci flow equations that
Hence, aðtÞ and bðtÞ are increasing in t, and, by the short time existence, one can solve (7.2) and (7.3) for some interval ð1 À d; 1 þ dÞ. On the other hand
Hence, for y A ðL 1 ; 1Þ it is decreasing in t. This implies that as t increase, the right-hand side of (7.2) and (7.3) stay bounded above by a fixed number. This implies, by the existence theorem of ODE, say [25] , Theorem 7, that one can solve (7.2) and (7.3) for all t > 1. As t decreases, one can solve the equations as long as a and b stay positive and y < 1. By the uniqueness, it is not possible for y to reach 1 while aðtÞ and bðtÞ remain positive. Assume that as t ! t 0 , aðtÞ ! 0. Since yðtÞ f L 1 , it also implies that bðtÞ ! 0. Using (7.2) and (7.3) we can compute that yðtÞ ! 1 as t ! t 0 . Hence, if we blow up the metric ds 2 ðtÞ by 1 t À t 0 , it will approach to ds
. Similarly, we can argue that as t ! y, yðtÞ ! L 1 .
Hence, if we blow down the metric by 1 t as t ! y, ds 2 ðtÞ will approach to ds 2 e 2 1 2L 2 .
The type-I claim follows from the formulae in Section 2.3, the fact that C 1 t e bðtÞ e C 2 t for some positive constants C 1 , C 2 and that y stays bounded. r Applying the same argument in the above theorem we have the following result.
Corollary 7.2. Assume thatl l > 0. If L 1 < 1, there exists an ancient solution ds 2 ðtÞ to Ricci flow on the total space P, such that it exists for t A ðÀy; t 0 Þ and with yðtÞ < L 1 . Moreover, it is of type-I and as t ! t 0 , ds 2 ðtÞ collapses into b g g.
If L 1 > 1 and yðtÞ starts with some amount bigger than L 1 at, say t ¼ 1, it is not hard to see that the solution becomes singular for some t 1 > 1. So in this case, there exists no ancient solution.
Remark 7.3. Whenl l ¼ 0, there also exists an ancient solution on the total space P such that as t ! some singular time, it converges (after re-scaling) to the original Einstein metric on P. The proof is similar to Theorem 5.1. Similarly, the ancient solution of this case is of type-I and collapsed.
A good set of examples to which Theorem 7.1 can be applied may be obtained by the fibration 
This is a fibre bundle with totally geodesic fibre S 2 ¼ Spð1Þ=Uð1Þ. The Fubini-Study metric on CP 2mþ1 (with curvature between 1 and 4) induces a metric of Fubini-Study type on HP m with curvature ranging between 1 and 4. Both metrics are Einstein and l ¼ 4m þ 4, l l ¼ 4m þ 8. The metric on the fibre is of constant curvature 4, sol l ¼ 4. Clearly L 1 < 1. The existence of the non-canonical Einstein metric on CP 2mþ1 was found by Ziller [48] .
Its sectional curvature is positive with pinching constant 1
. It is Hermitian (with respect to the usual complex structure) [48] . Example 4. Let P be the twistor space over a compact quaternion-Kähler manifold M 4m (m f 2) with positive scalar curvature. By a result of Salamon [39] and Bérard-Bergery [3] (see also [7] , Theorem 14.9), one can endow P with a Kähler-Einstein metric such that the projection to M is a Riemannian submersion with totally geodesic fibers. Since the Riemannian submersion does not decrease the curvature, one can see that L 1 < 1 for this case too. One can check for the resulting Kähler-Einstein metric that l, l l andl l have the same values as in Example 2. Hence, this can be viewed as a generalization of Example 2. Note that the other Einstein metric on the twistor space is a Hermitian non-Kähler manifold (cf. [7] , Corollary 14.84). Similarly, Theorem 7.1 concludes that this Einstein metric is also unstable.
Example 5. In dimensions 6, 7, 12, 13, 24, Berger [5] , Wallach [43] , Alo¤-Wallach [1] constructed homogeneous spaces of positive sectional curvature. It turns out that on these spaces, one can endow the Riemannian submersion structure satisfying Theorem 7.1. We refer to [30] , a forthcoming article of the second author for the details. Hence, there exist ancient solutions on these spaces too.
The ancient solutions obtained from Theorem 7.1 are all non-collapsed. It is also easy to check that the standard Einstein metric has greater entropy (in the sense of Perelman [32] ) than the noncanonical Einstein metrics. Example 1 shows that in the classification result of [31] , the condition on the curvature can not be weaken to the positivity of the sectional curvature. Examples 1 and 3 also show that one can not expect that non-collapsed ancient solutions are rotationally symmetric even assuming the nonnegativity of the sectional curvature.
Appendix-derivation of ODEs on Fateev's ansatz
Here we follow the definitions, notations and computations made in Section 3. The main goal is to reduce the Ricci flow equation into a system of ODEs, namely Proposition 8.1, under the ansatz in Section 3.
If we introduce y 1 ¼ y, y 2 ¼ w 1 , y 3 ¼ w 2 , the Christo¤el symbols are given by
Here, A 0 ¼ qA qy and the same definition applies to B 0 , C 0 , D 0 . Using the formula
and the above expressions for the Christo¤el symbols, direct computation yields
ð8:2Þ
ð8:3Þ
ð8:4Þ
and the Ricci curvature has the form
Note that R ij can also be written in a more convenient form:
Introducing the integrability conditions Straightforward computation also shows that Note that (8.11) also implies that
Putting all together we have that
The first equation qA qt ¼ 1 2 R 11 gives rise to the following system of three equations: 
This, in turn, implies that
Taking the derivative with respect to t on both sides of the equation a 2 À L Straightforward computation shows that the right-hand side of the equation above becomes which approaches to 1 À k 2 as x ! 0 and approaches to 1 as x ! y. Now u ¼ n 1 À k 2 coth x. The explicit formulae for the functions a, b, d, c can be derived from the expression for u.
Finally we remark on another computation leading to Proposition 8.1. First note that (8.6)-(8.8) can be written as 
